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Abstract. Metadata extraction from scholarly PDF documents is the funda-
mental work of publishing, archiving, digital library construction, bibliometrics,
and scientific competitiveness analysis and evaluations. However, different
scholarly PDF documents have different layout and document elements, which
make it impossible to compare different extract approaches since testers use
different source of test documents even if the documents are from the same
journal or conference. Therefore, standard datasets based performance evalua-
tion of various extraction approaches can setup a fair and reproducible com-
parison. In this paper we present a dataset, namely, PARDA(Pdf Analysis and
Recognition DAtaset), for performance evaluation and analysis of scholarly
documents, especially on metadata extraction, such as title, authors, affiliation,
author-affiliation-email matching, year, date, etc. The dataset covers computer
science, physics, life science, management, mathematics, and humanities from
various publishers including ACM, IEEE, Springer, Elsevier, arXiv, etc. And
each document has distinct layouts and appearance in terms of formatting of
metadata. We also construct the ground truth metadata in Dublin Core XML
format and BibTex format file associated this dataset.

Keywords: Metadata extraction � Dataset � Performance evaluation �
Document analysis

1 Introduction

Metadata of a scholarly document, including title, authors, affiliation, author-affiliation-
email matching, publishing date, journal information(name, volume, issue) or confer-
ence information(conference name, location, date), is the key data for document
analysis and digital library construction. Researchers proposed various approaches to
extract metadata from different domains [1, 2]. However, different scholarly documents
have different sections containing the metadata, with different formatting styles and
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layouts. For example, some documents have headers, some have equations and special
symbols in title, some have single-column authorship, some have multi-column
authorship, others may have marks preceding or after the authors or affiliations. In
some extreme cases, paper title may have different font type, font size and subtitle. This
makes it impossible to compare different extraction approaches since they use different
dataset with different formatting layouts [3].

As for the automatic metadata extraction, the extraction approaches usually aim to
achieve the following goals:

(1) High accuracy. Accuracy is the basic goal and the most important performance
metric for automatic metadata extraction;

(2) High adaptivity. Since massive scholarly documents have diverse formatting
layouts, the extraction approaches must adapt to different documents and have
universal high performance.

Therefore, a standard dataset can not only provide a real test data for performance
evaluation, but also serve as a baseline to setup a fair and reproducible comparison
among different extraction approaches.

Unfortunately, the PDF specification only defines the basic logical structure to
describe the texts, paragraphs, and other layout objects. The accuracy and efficiency of
metadata extraction are affected mainly by the following factors:

(1) Implementation variations of visual formatting in PDF documents from different
computer programs. The structure and sometimes the source code of document
elements is different although they have the same visual appearance, due to the
implementation difference of formatting elements (such as paragraphs, segmen-
tations, tables, columns, etc.) and complying with PDF specifications. The
missing of standard for metadata and tags in PDF documents makes it very
difficult even impossible to process and extract massive documents automatically
without human manipulations.

(2) Individual style differences from different authors. For an instance, considering a
paper with authors from two different affiliations, the double-column segment of
author names and affiliations can be implemented by two columns, or two-column
table in single column, or single column with manual alignment. Although they
have the same visual appearance, the output documents have different binary
source files. Even if a journal or publisher has a formatting template, different
authors can meet the requiring formats by their own different means of typesetting
and layouts.

(3) Source of PDF documents. Some PDF documents are born digital, some are
generated by scanned images. The scanned-PDF documents must undergo the
Optical Character Recognition processing before metadata extraction.

(4) Errors in PDF document itself. Some authors do not comply with the formatting
template of the journal or publisher due to different writing behaviors, careless
mistakes, personal styles or cultural background. Sometimes even the documents
from the same journal issue have different formatting layouts or compilation errors
due to mistakes in publishing process or digital preservation.
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However, the creation of such standard datasets for layout analysis and metadata
extraction is a costly process in terms of data selection, acquisition, and annotation [4–
6]. Such cost of acquisition and annotation of real datasets sometimes forces the use of
synthetic data. The research community devoted a big effort to the generation of public
dataset for document analysis, such as document imaging, page analysis, and graphics
recognition [7–10]. However, the existing datasets are for general purpose imaged
document analysis, not suitable for metadata extraction.

It is ideal that the dataset contains real, representative, and comprehensive docu-
ments from different sources. However, in order to collect enough page layouts from
different documents, researchers must browse documents as widely as possible to fulfill
the realistic and comprehensive goal. Since different institutions have different acces-
sibilities to different sources of scholarly documents due to institutional subscription or
publicly access, such dataset must also be extended to make it more comprehensive
when new layouts are found and added [11–14].

In this paper we present a dataset, namely, PARDA(Pdf Analysis and Recognition
DAtaset), for performance evaluation and analysis of scholarly documents, especially
on metadata extraction, such as title, authors, affiliation, author-affiliation-email
matching, year, date, etc. We collect 147 real scholarly documents from the published
journals, magazines, and conference proceedings. The dataset covers computer science,
physics, life science, management, mathematics, and humanities. And each document
has distinct layouts and appearance in terms of formatting of metadata. We also con-
struct the ground truth metadata in xml file associated this dataset.

We identify different occurrences of formatting types in real corpus are summa-
rized, including 6 types of titles, 14 types of author names, and 30 types of author-
affiliation combinations. This summary can serve as a reference template database and
baseline for general purpose metadata extraction and implementation. Moreover, var-
ious frequently occurred words in headers and affiliations are summarized to improve
the accuracy of document segmentation and metadata extraction. These frequently
occurred words can be used extensively if they are accompanied with domain-specific
words and semantics from other sources.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2 we give the metadata
extraction workflow. In Sect. 3 we give the dataset description based on layout cate-
gorization of scholarly documents. In Sect. 4 we provide the ground truth of the
dataset. We conclude the paper in Sect. 5.

2 Metadata Extraction Workflow

In order to extract metadata from scholarly documents, both character stream (i.e., pure
texts) and formatting stream (line height, font type, font size, character location, etc.)
are extracted in parallel. When a PDF document is being processed, explicit and
implicit formatting semantics are used for segmentation and metadata extraction. The
targeted pages are segmented into header, footnote, title, authors, affiliations, and
address (if any). Each segment may have multiple elements. The element identification
(images, tables, figures, etc.) and resolution identification including line spaces, line
heights, and columns will be done before metadata extraction. The procedure is
illustrated in Fig. 1 as algorithm I.
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Algorithm I: Metadata extraction workflow
Input: D // the original PDF document
Output: arrAuth<authorList array>, arrAuthMark<marks array of author names>

arrAffi<affiliationList array>, arrAffiMark<marks array of affiliations array> 
arrMatch<mapping array of author names to their corresponding affiliation>

for each document D do

get_resolution(line_spaces, line_heights, columns);//resolution identification
Lmn=gridding();initialize parameters of page layouts to 2 dimensional array Lmn
while (metadata is in the current page && the metadata is not repeated metadata) do

markFlag=Y; //Mark the current page with Y flag;
MetaDoc.append(currentpage);// Extract pages with Y flags into a new document;
pagenext(); //Move to next page;

end while

for each page in MetaDoc do

while (there exists a horizontal rectangle spanning the column) do

hrect=getHoriRectangle();//get the horizontal rectangles; 
nextLine(); //Move to next line;

end while

for each horizontal rectangle in hrect do

hsect=segmentationBetweenRect();//Extract between horizontal rectangles;
moveNextHRect();//Move to next horizontal rectangle;

end for

for each section in hsect do

if(getColumnNo(hsect)>1) do  //current horizontal section has>1 columns
while (VertRectangle()!=empty) do // vertical rectangle between columns

vrect = getVertRectangle(); //get the vertical rectangles; 
end while

moveNextColumn(); //Move to next column;
for each vertical rectangle in vrect do

vsect=concat(currSection);//concat contents of vertical rectangles;
moveNextVRect();//Move to next vertical rectangle;

end for

end if

end for

  for each section in vsect do

arrAuth=getAuthors(); arrAuthMark=getAuthMark(); 
arrAffi=getAffi(); arrAffiMark=getAffiMark();

end for

end for

MetaDoc.nextPage();// move to next metadata page

for each element in arrAuth, arrAuthMark, arrAffi, arrAffiMark do

arrMatch=getMapping(arrAuth,arrAuthMark,arrAffi,arrAffiMark);//Match metadata;
end for

end for

Fig. 1. Metadata extraction algorithm
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In the preprocessing stage, the document is preprocessed, including when a doc-
ument is loaded. Usually the first page (or multiple pages if the document has longer
section of authors and affiliations) will be truncated into the targeted pages for post-
processing, especially the metadata extraction. In our approach, the metadata are
extracted based on formatting template database, explicit semantics, and implicit
semantics. And the authors are matched with their affiliations according to the marks or
implicit semantics. To improve the accuracy, the metadata are verified by redundant
information in different segments. For example, author affiliation may appear after the
paper title and before the abstract, and it may also be located in the footnote. Such
redundant information can verify the author and affiliation matching automatically by
extra verification process.

3 Dataset Description

3.1 Layout Categorization Methodology

There are many journals, magazines, and proceedings of different publishers that
publish a large number of scientific articles, most of them have similar sections, such as
headers, titles, authors, affiliations, abstract, footnote, body texts, the references, figures
and tables, etc. However, different scholarly documents may have different formatting
styles and layouts, although they have similar reading order and logical metadata. This
makes it difficult to extract and parse metadata widely using the same formatting
templates or by machine learning techniques unless the machine has exhaustive tem-
plates or training datasets. To make the dataset as pervasive as possible, we classify the
formatting layouts of existing scholarly documents by sections and try to cover as
many as possible layouts from our collections and observations. We list the catego-
rization in Table 1.

Table 1. Layout categorization.

Section Containing elements(if any)

Header Publisher, journal type, journal name, publishing dada of papers, paper status,
date, URL, DOI, special symbols, embedded image

Title Main title, subtitle, equations, symbols, special characters, different font types,
font sizes, line heights

Authorship Multiple authors, single column, multiple columns
Author
name

Different blocks of first name, middle name, and last name, special characters,
diacritics and dialects

Affiliation Full name, abbreviation, multiple lines, phone number, country, state/province,
city, zip code

Email {}, “lastname”, “firstname”, embedded image
Visual
order

Relative order of Authorship, affiliation, abstract, and footnote

Footnote Affiliation, conference location, date paper submission and processing details
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We select the dataset documents according to the existence and formatting style of
each element of each section and group them into different categories.

3.2 Templates of Title and First Page

Please note that although some researchers in the same academic domain tend to use
similar formatting styles, there are no dominant or prevalent formatting styles or pat-
terns in all the research fields. Actually the formatting patterns are scattered and
occurred across different research fields. This requires the scalable and extensible
approach to extract metadata from such papers other than universal and fixed templates.
We select from the publicly accessed and our institutional subscribed scholarly doc-
uments to construct the dataset. The selected documents come from various academic
fields, including computer science, physics, life science, management, mathematics,
and humanities from publishers such as ACM, IEEE, Springer, Elsevier, arXiv, etc.
These documents vary from journals, magazines to conference proceedings. We list
some examples in the following figures. For example, some journals of Elsevier, like
FGCS, JPDC, JSA, the journal name has larger font size than paper title. In order to
adapt to more scholarly documents, we collect a comprehensive formatting templates
from real published documents including title, author name affiliation, and address.

In Fig. 2 we list most used title templates.

Fig. 2. Frequently used titles
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In Fig. 3 we list some layout examples from real documents.

We only list a handful of the real documents that have different layouts in Fig. 3.
However, many documents have diverse layouts and may have combination of

multiple layouts on header, title, authors, affiliation, abstract, footnote, etc.
For example, the title of a scientific paper may have the following formatting

layouts except normal titles:

(a) The title has multiple lines with superscripts and symbols
(b) The title has equation in it

(1) authors and affiliation un-

der title
(2) affiliations in the foot-

note,not under title

(3) 3-columned without affil-

iation in first page (4) author team and au-

thor list elsewhere

(5) single column with header 

and additional data after abstract (6) Title in one column of 

two columns without abstract

(7)multiple authors and affili-

ations in multiple columns

(8) complex header

with larger font size than 

title, asymmetry 2-column

(9)authors in same line with 

affiliation and other data between 

abstract and introduction

(10) Title with special symbol 

from arXiv

(11) one author with multiple 

marks
(12) 3 columns and 

authors in one column 

without abstract 

Fig. 3. Sample layouts from real documents.
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(c) The title has subtitle
(d) The title has special characters and punctuations

Moreover, the abstract section is easier to extract if it has preceding word like
“abstract” and “summary” and the abstract section has uniform formatting layouts (at
least 3 consecutive lines). Even if the paper has many authors and affiliations and the
abstract is not on the first page, the abstract section can still be extracted if they have
these preceding words. In some cases if the paper has no such preceding words but
does have abstract section, we can still extract the abstract section according to the
following two criteria: (1) There are at least 3 consecutive lines with uniform for-
matting layouts; and (2) In these lines there are words or phrases that merely appear in
author names or affiliations, such as “we”, “recently”, “this paper”, “proposed”,
review”, etc. Such collection can be extended easily for further and newly added
documents. In this paper we locate the beginning of the abstract if: (1) one line is not
belonging to affiliation (according to feature words of affiliation), (2) its length is
greater than 40, and (3) the following consecutive lines are not belonging to affiliation.
Note that here the length 40 is empirically set by observations and can be tuned to other
values. Since abstract is the concise summary of the whole paper using descriptive
words and usually has no overlapping words with affiliation, the abstract can be
identified by the formatting layouts and their changes.

3.3 Header Templates

The first line is title if a paper has no header. However, there are many papers that have
headers (mostly in single column). Although the contents in headers vary in different
papers, they can be divided into images and pure texts.

As for the images in header, it can be identified and filtered by the binary values of
the parsed text stream. Usually they are not normal ASCII characters or the file has
special pointer to the image objects. Therefore, the forgoing input can be regarded as
header and then filtered until there are consecutive ASCII characters. When it comes to
header of pure texts, the occurrence of feature words can be identified and the line can
be regarded as header and filtered. Some feature words are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Frequently occurred feature words and symbols in pure text headers

Class Examples

Publisher IEEE, ACM, arXiv, Publishing, Company
Journal type Journal, J., Proc., Proceedings, Conferences

Workshop, Symposium, Letters, Lett., Transaction, Trans.
Journal name Complete names and abbreviations of terms, Sci., Tech., Med., Com., Inf.
Publishing data Volume, Vol., Issue, No., page, pp., article
Paper status Manuscript, preprint, accepted, submitted, publication, pub.
Date and time Year and month, January to December, Jan. to Dec.
Special format
string

Partial or complete website URL, beginning and end of page number, DOI
digits, date

function word on, and, in, of, for
Special symbol &, /, ©, ®
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Although Table 2 is not a complete list of feature words in header, it can be easily
extended and contain newly observed words. In this paper we use this list to identify
and filter header texts and achieve high accuracy for most scholarly documents.
Moreover, data in header and footnote can mutually be verified and improve the
accuracy of metadata extraction.

3.4 Authorship Templates

In order to extract and parse the metadata, the fundamental work is to locate the header,
title, authors, affiliation, abstract, and the footnote. Specifically, if the header and the
abstract section are located, the metadata, such as title, author, affiliation, and address
must be between the header and the abstract for normal document and can be extracted
by their formatting templates respectively. Therefore, the content positioning and
segmentation is the first step before metadata extraction. Since most of the metadata is
located between the running header and the abstract, the metadata can be located as
long as the running header and abstract is detected and identified.

The authorship section is another important source of metadata. But different
publisher has different styles for authorship. For example, some journals require single-
column authorship. Some conference proceedings requires multiple column authorship
if the authors have more than one affiliation. In order to extract author names, the
scholarly documents can be simply categorized into two classes: author names with
symbols or marks, and author names without any symbol or mark. If all the author
names have no symbol or mark, all the authors may belong to the same affiliation (if the
paper has only one affiliation), or authors belong to multiple affiliations separated by
columns. Or if at least one author has symbol or mark, her affiliation may also have
symbol or mark.

If the authorship is single column, it still can have multiple formatting layouts like:

(a) Multiple separated authors belong to one affiliation and authors names in different
line from affiliation;

(b) Multiple authors without separators belong to one affiliation and author names in
different line from affiliation;

(c) Multiple separated authors belong to multiple affiliations, each author name in
same line with its affiliation

(d) There are other symbols or marks in the authorship, like “Jr.”, comma, paren-
thesis, “and”, and email address in the same line or different line with affiliation

(e) Authors are only separated by white spaces.

However, in most scholarly documents, if the authorship section is formatted in
multiple columns, it is indicating that the paper has more than one author and maybe
multiple affiliations. In this situation, each author may belong to different affiliation, or
all the authors belong to the same affiliation, or some authors belong to the same
affiliation and the remaining authors belong to other affiliation. Then the authorship
may have the following variations:
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(a) Multiple authors belonging to one affiliation and they are in the same column;
(b) Multiple authors belonging to one affiliation and they are in the different columns,

each column has its own affiliation name;
(c) Multiple authors belonging to one affiliation and they are in the different columns,

all column sharing their affiliation name;
(d) Multiple authors belonging to multiple affiliations respectively.

In many cases, if one paper has multiple affiliations, it can also be achieved by
single column formatting with marks in superscripts locations in author names and
affiliations avoiding multiple columns formatting. The introduction of marks can result
in many variations of authorship layouts of single column, such as:

(a) Authors are numbered by digital, lower case characters, upper case characters,
special symbols, Greek symbols, or embedded images;

(b) One author has more than one marks and one of them indicating correspondence
author or co-first-author;

(c) Multiple affiliations in different lines or the same line, and the author belonging to
first affiliation has no mark;

(d) Multiple affiliations in one line and each affiliation has a mark, and author mark is
preceding the comma separator;

(e) Affiliation name is after the author name and in a parenthesis;
(f) Five affiliations with marks of digitals, characters and symbols of correspondence

author;
(g) Marks are preceding the author names.

Sometimes papers jointly use multiple columns and marks for segmentation of
author names and their affiliations. Such examples of multiple columns formatting with
marks in author names and affiliations as:

(a) Two affiliations, two columns, one mark for the only one author, the remaining
authors belong to the same affiliation without marks;

(b) Three affiliations, each affiliation has one mark, combination of single column and
two columns;

(c) Four affiliations, only one author has mark for correspondence authors, combi-
nation of single column and two columns;

(d) Four affiliations, each author name separated in two lines.

We list some authorship examples in Fig. 4.
In some research fields such as life science and high energy physics, international

cooperation results in a huge number of authors and affiliations. It’s difficult for the
existing approach to extract authors and their affiliations with high accuracy. We collect
the dataset that covers the entire above mentioned formatting layout from real docu-
ments. It reflects the breadth of real documents and can serve as the basic testing data
for in-depth performance evaluation.

Due to copyright constraints, rewriting all the real documents as their appearance
and distribute all the rewritten PDF files can make this dataset publicly accessible, the
rewritten files may contain different compiling codes as the original documents.
Therefore, the rewritten documents are useful for OCR based approaches after they are
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(1)Single column authorship with marks and separators,all authors first and all 

affiliations together

(2)

Numbering with Greek symbols and multiple affiliations in one 

line

(3)Author in same line with affiliation

(4) Four-blocks authorname without separator, author 

name in different line from affiliation

(5) Mark preceding the author name

(6) single column authorship   one author belonging to two 

affiliations without marks

(7) single column authorship with author-affiliation block one by one 

(8)Multi-column authorship with marks 

(9)multi-column authorsship with fully captitalized names 
(10) Multiple authors belonging to one affiliation and they are 

in the different columns, all column sharing their affiliation 

name

(11) Two affiliations ,two columns, one mark for the only one author ,the remaining authors  belong to the same affiliation without 

annotation

Fig. 4. Authorship examples of single and multiple columns formatting with/without marks
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scanned as images for post-processing and extraction. In order to make this dataset
equally standard for original compilation based metadata extraction, such as
PDFBox [15], we write an alternative file containing all the URLs of the selected
documents to be publicly downloaded.

The corresponding document can be downloaded according to the institutional
accessibility of each individual. If some documents can’t be downloaded or accessed,
the performance evaluation can also be conducted as long as the missing document ID
is stated so that the evaluation on the subset of PARDA can still be comparable.

4 Groundtruthing

The availability of high accuracy metadata archives of standard PDF documents
becomes the key issue for successful implementation of metadata extraction software. It
is a very difficult task for collecting a large number of high quality PDF documents by
using traditional methods to meet all the requirements for automatic metadata extrac-
tion process. We select the scholarly documents from the publicly accessed and our
institutional subscribed database to construct the dataset. We choose XML as the
PARDA ground-truth format for metadata extraction performance evaluation and
comparison. The XML format is compatible with other established metadata descrip-
tion formats. However, the existing metadata specification formats do not have any
explicit metadata entry of connection of authors and their affiliations. The CERIF
(Common European Research Information Format) contextual metadata covers per-
sons, organizations, projects, products, publications, patents, facilities, equipment,
funding, and – most importantly – the relationships between them [16]. For example,
the de-facto metadata standard, the Dublin Core(DC) standard [17], has 15 elements in
a metadata of simple DC(more on qualified DC), ranging from title, creator, publisher,
subject to language. In DC, the metadata landscape is currently characterized in terms
of four “levels” of interoperability,i.e., Level 1 (Shared term definitions), Level 2
(Formal semantic interoperability), Level 3 (Description Set syntactic interoperability)
and Level 4 (Description Set Profile interoperability). But it does not have any direct
entry for connections for authors and their affiliations. The BibTex does not have any
entry or field for authors and their corresponding affiliations either, although it has an
“institution” field. For a paper that has multiple authors affiliated to multiple affiliations,
one “institution” is not sufficient to present the authorship correctly.

Therefore, in order to make the ground truth file compatible with the Dublin Core
standard, we use an extended sub-element “affiliation” of creator provide the con-
nection for authors and their affiliations. If an author has multiple affiliations, the
creator can also have multiple “affiliation” entries as they appear in the original paper.
Moreover, we use the description entry to store the abstract.

We give an example record of the ground true file(part) in DC format in Fig. 5.
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<?xml version="1.0"?>
<metadata
xmlns="http://example.org/myapp/"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://example.org/myapp/

http://example.org/myapp/schema.xsd"
xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"
xmlns:dcterms="http://purl.org/dc/terms/">
<dc:title>
Automatically Patching Errors in Deployed Software

</dc:title>
<dc:subject>
Error Handling and Recovery,Monitors

</dc:subject>
<dc:subject>
Corrections,Enhancement

</dc:subject>
<dc:subject>
Invasive Software

</dc:subject>
<dc:creator>
Jeff H. Perkins
<affiliation>
MIT, Cambridge, MA, USA
</affiliation>
</dc:creator>

<dc:creator>
Sunghun Kim
<affiliation>
HKUST, Hong Kong
</affiliation>
</dc:creator>

<dc:creator>
Sam Larsen
<affiliation> VMWare, Redwood, CA, USA </affiliation>
</dc:creator>
<dc:description>
We present ClearView, a system for automatically……

</dc:description>
<dc:publisher>ACM </dc:publisher>
<dc:identifier xsi:type="dcterms:URI">
http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1629575.1629585

</dc:identifier>
</metadata>

Fig. 5. Sample ground truth file of metadata in DC format
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Alternatively, we also provide a dedicated BibTex file with institution field for each
document which containing the affiliations that corresponds to authors as they appear in
the author field. In order to make sure that each author is correctly connected with their
affiliation, every author in the author field must have a string in the institution field,
even if the institution is null. We use semicolon(;), not “and” in the institution field to
separate multiple affiliations, instead of “and” in author field. We give an example
record of the ground true file(part) in BibTex format in Fig. 6.

5 Conclusion Remarks

In this paper we presented a new dataset, PARDA, for performance evaluation of
metadata extraction from scholarly documents. Although there are some datasets for
layout analysis and performance evaluation, they are not suitable for metadata
extraction due to their coverage of variations in sections including title and author-
ship. We selected scholarly documents widely from publicly accessed and our uni-
versity subscribed sources. PARDA provides comprehensive and accurate ground truth
description file and associated metadata for a wide variety of layouts that have complex
combinations of titles, authors, and affiliations, address, and emails (if any).

The original URL of each document is collected in independent files. The ground
truth files of metadata are both in Dublin Core and BibTex format.

We are currently rewriting all the real dataset documents with forged stuff
according to their layouts, especially focusing on the complex combinations of titles,
authors, and affiliations, address, and emails so that the dataset can be freely down-
loaded without charge of copyright or permissions. Note that the newly rewritten PDF
documents are more useful for OCR based metadata extraction approaches because our
rewritten documents do not keep it exactly same with the original PDF documents as
they are in the publisher databases.

@inproceedings{Paper001,
author    = {Jeff H. Perkins and

Sunghun Kim and
Samuel Larsen......},

institution={MIT, Cambridge, MA, USA;HKUST, Hong 
Kong;VMWare, Redwood, CA, USA;......}
title = {Automatically patching errors in deployed 

software},
booktitle = {Proceedings of the 22nd {ACM} Symposium on 

Operating Systems Principles 2009, {SOSP} 2009, Big Sky, 
Montana, USA, October 11-14, 2009},
pages     = {87--102},
year      = {2009},
url       = 

{http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/1629575.1629585},
doi       = {10.1145/1629575.1629585}

} 

Fig. 6. Sample ground truth file of metadata in BibTex format
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